stances of its birth as a reaction against both Nazi fascism and Stalinist com munism.
Orwell's totalitarian state, dedicated to power for its own sake, systematically destroys history and logic. "Doublethink" replaces them, a will ingness to contort reality and promote the great "Ingsoc" paradoxes that appear in "elegant lettering" across the soaring facade of the Ministry of Truth: "War is Peace," "Ignorance is Strength," and, the most mystifying, "Freedom is Slavery" (7).
Orwell's protagonist, Winston Smith, reads the explanation for the first two of these party slogans in chapters one and three of "Emmanuel Goldstein's" supposedly subversive book, The Theory and Practice of Oligarchical Collectivism. We get no direct explanation for "Freedom is Slavery," probably because freedom is the central desire and danger that propels Winston to his pathetic conclusion. Slavery is the implicit condition of the middle class, the outer party members whose lives are wholly owned by the inner party oligarchs; it is also, on a lower level of party oversight, the condition of the large working class, the "proles," whose work the party owns and whose culture the party defines and directs. Winston is finally free from his slavery to freedom, and free to love Big Brother.
